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Clock Paces Eagles To Win
A Toast, Gentlemen!

Senior, Junior
Retreat Opens
Next Tuesday

Gintoff's Toe
Gives Dobie
9-6 Victory

Of Annual Triduum
To Be Led By Fr. Fay

Sweep Ninety Yards
Via Aerial Route
As Ananis, Harrison
Snare Long Passes

Soph Retreat Oct. 25

O'Rourke Stars

Spiritual Conferences

The annual fall retreat of the
upper-olass students at Boston
College will take place within the
next two weeks. This important
event in the school calendar will
get under way for the senior and
junior classes on Tuesday, October 18. A week following, on October 25, the sophomore retreat
will be given.
As has been the custom on the
Heights for many years, the students will retire from their studies
during the three day period set
aside for spiritual concentration.
Despite the difference in the dates
of the retreats, the general retreat
holiday will be observed on Friday,
October 21, when all classes will
be cancelled.
Father Fay, Retreat Master
The Rev. T. A. Fay, S. J., of
St. Mary's Church in the North
End of Boston, will conduct the
combined retreat for seniors and
juniors. Among the upper classmen
Fr. Fay will be remembered readily, because of his previous efforts
in this work at Boston College.
Last year he conducted the retreat
with such great success that, due
to popular demand, his return was
arranged. All of Fr. Fay's lectures,
during the three days period will be
delivered in the main auditorium
of the Library Building.
The sophomores will be under
the guidance of Rev. Patrick Foley,
S. J. Fr. Foley has conducted retreats in other years on the
heights and was always popularly
(Continued on Page 8)

Czech-German
Problem Noted
By Fr. Murphy
In the inimitable and extensive
style of his many previous lectures,
Rev. J. F. X. Murphy, S.J. traced
the background of the Czech-German question to the Economics
Academy yesterday. Mr. Robert
Buck, moderator of the Economics
group, introducing the reverend
historian, expressed the appreciation and gratification of his Academy for the excellent information
to be given them.
Fr. Murphy spent most of his
time tracing the political history of
Central Europe in the last centuries, in order to make clear the
reasons for the drastic changes in
Europe today. After showing the
diversity of races in this section,
Fr. Murphy pointed out that, only
for his assassination, the Archduke
Franz Ferdinand would have harmoniously united these races.
At the close of the Great War,
the Republic of Czechoslovakia was
created, and, because of the many
minorities in the land, trouble was
bound to exist. This revamping going on now is merely a step to
unify the whole of Central Europe.
Despite the fact that so many races
inhabit this land, it is a geographic
unit, being hemmed in by mountainous borders, and it seems destined to become a political unit
also. Fr. Murphy cited Switzerland
as a coutnry in which the minorities problem has been successfully
and justly solved. He pointed to
this country as a model to which
future statesmen should look.

Pete Cignetti's Smashing
Drive Results in B. C.
Last Period Touchdown

Charlie O'Rourke in the upper right picture passed in vain for nearly two quarters so Pete Cignetti, lower
left, carried the slippery ball over. Then Gintoff, lower right, came in and after Harrison, upper left,
made a miraculous catch on the eight yard line, Gintoff place-kicked the winning three points.

Jim Kelley's

Orders Monday College Band
Detroit Dance For Sub Turri Adds Novelty,
Great Success
Swings Out
The A. A. Social club made a
noteworthy comeback Tues. night
when 200 couples danced to the
rhythm originating in the muchalive tomb of King Tut and his
University Hi-Hatters. The A. A.'s
leading representative, Jim Kelly,
deserves a goodly amount of praise
for arranging a really attractive
dance program.
The Princess ball-room of the
Somerset rocked and rolled with
pre-game jubilation as the attending socialites with their fair partners gave a rather shrill example
of their ability to cheer. The rally
went off well and provided a
break-up in the dancing.
Pres. Kelly of the A. A. has
tentative plans for an elaborate social season following this successful venture. While no definite plans
as to future dances have been
made nevertheless the success of
Tuesday night promises many more
such affairs. A B. U. dance is now
being planned and although the
dance itself is definite the date and
arrangements are being considered.
With the co-operation of the student body the A. A. can and will
have a successful season.

Editor Paul Devlin wishes to announce that on Monday, October
24th, the Sub Turri will begin a
canvass for orders for the year
book. A deposit will be required
to make the order and in return
the applicant will receive a contract for further payments as a
receipt for his deposit, which will
be one dollar. The Editor plans to
use an installment plan to alleviate the heavy expenses that Commencement brings. Under the plan,
five dollars will be paid by each applicant by the end of January. It is
hoped that all Seniors will cooperate with the staff representatives.
By a special arrangement with
Purdy and Co., the Seniors need
make no appointments for sittings
for their pictures. A special photographer is reaay at all times, especially for their sittings. Seniors
are urged to have their pictures
taken as soon as possible to facilitate early publication of the Sub
Turri. All pictures must be taken
at Purdy's, the official class photographer, and no pictures can be
used in the Sub Turri unless taken
by Purdy's.
The Editor would like to receive
any pictures of events that would
be of interest to the Senior Class in
their year book.

The Boston College Band presented many new novelties in its
first public performance before a
large crowd at the Detroit game
at Fenway Park last Wednesday.
It was the first time this year
B. C. fans saw the formation of
the letters of the visiting team as
well as those of their own Alma
Mater. The band also introduced
for the first time a new B. C. song
"The Eagle Forever" written by
Bill Dywer '40, a trumpet player,
which shows promise of taking a
place beside the other B. C. songs
written by students. A novel feature was the swing arrangement
by Theodore Marier of "Stop Beating Round the Mulberry Bush"
played by the brass section of the
band.
The band is all prepared for the
Temple game next week in Philadelphia. The entire band will leave
Thursday night and play in Philadelphia Friday night, and according to tentative plans will play
with the Fordham band Saturday
afternoon at the Polo Grounds at
the game between Fordham and
the University of Oregon.

By Joe Grandfield
With every fan holding his
breath and the clock ticking off
the last 15 seconds of the game,
Fella Gintoff calmly doffed his
headgear, smoothed the dirt where
the ball was to be placed, stepped
back and then nonchalantly booted
the pigskin from Ananis' hands
though the uprights for three big
and winning Ipoints. The score
climaxed a wild and thrilling second half which had the B. C. rooting section in the biggest uproar
since a historic day about five
years ago when the Eagles beat
Villanova with a last ditch pass
from Frietas to Antos in the last
thirty seconds of play for an 80
yard scoring thrust.
Wild Finish
Only two minutes before Gintoff's startling finish, the Eagles
had their backs to the wall on
their own 14 yard line third down
and about twenty yards to go.
Two successive sweeps had failed
with a total loss of ten yards. The
B. C. stands were glum. The Columbus Day jinx seemed to be
still with the Dobiemen. An unimpressive and unsatisfying tie loomed in the offing or perhaps a defeat. Gintoff faded back to pass
from a kick formation. He slid it
down the middle, Ananis detached
it from the clothesline and danced
his way for a fiftyfour yard advance aided by some grand downfield blocking. Now it was first
and ten on the Detroit 32. A quick
huddle, Gintoff faded and Harrison made a miraculous clutch on
the eight, just before falling on his
face. Another huddle, a futile line
plunge and with thirty seconds to
play, precious time was spent in
the huddle, Ananis dropped back
to dropkick, a little argument ensued and finally Gintoff took his
place and the rest is history. Not
a Titan came even near to blocking the field goal.
With Palumbo and MacMillan
sparking the attack the Doraitans
dominated the early play in the
first quarter. Palumbo's beautiful
passes and his hefty running kept
B. C. on the defensive quite often.
Still the Eagles stayed even in
(Continued on Page 7)

Freshman Day

Joseph F. Fitzgerald,
of Freshmen, has announced the date of the Annual
Freshman Day to be Thursday,
November 3rd. The Class of
1942 will have a day to long
remember according to the present plans.
The Eaglets will play the B.
U. Frosh at Alumni Field in
the afternoon as part of the
celebration. Class Elections will
be held during the day, and in
the evening the climax of the
most colorful day will be reached at the Freshman Banquet.
Details for the individual
events will be announced next
week. This brief outline of plans
will serve as a definite announcement to the freshmen for
their big day of the year.
Rev.

Dean
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Peep's Diary

By Joseph McCarthy

By Art Cullen

With the help of several cups of
oolong tea and an interlinear trot,
It never happens outside of
I finally completed the answers to Hollywood but it did. For anyone

that publicity department questionaire at a late hour last night and
I want to tell you I'm glad it is
all over. I was never good at answering questionaires in the first
place and I am terrible when it
comes to answering questionaires
without working in a few wise
cracks and drawing a few pictures
of old men on the margins of the
Editor
The publicity department
paper.
O'Brien
Andrew J.
'39
stifled this impulse with a warning
Managing Editor
Sports Editor
at the beginning of its list of
A.
Keane
Paul
'39
James M. Kean '40
queries which advised that "any attempted humor on the part of the
Asst. Sports Editor
Feature Editor
is his own personal loss."
student
Joseph Grandfield '40
Joseph McCarthy '39
The warning was supposedly directed at the whole undergraduate
City Editor
News Editor
body but I am sure that it was
Joseph McKenney '40 Eugene F. McAuliffe '39
meant for nobody else but
really
Associate Editors
my attempted humor
me,
because
Wm. A. McCormack '39 Arthur V. Cullen '40
throwing me for a loss
has
been
Kelly
Kickham
'40
Lawrence
'39
John P.
ever since I first learned to talk
F. Ryan '40
James F. Law '39
John
George
'40
and hop street cars.
'40
F.
Lee
J. Gerard Converse
Well, as I started to say before
Circulation Manager
Exchange Editor
we
were rudely interrupted by that
William McCarthy '39
Jan J. Kozlowski '39
long distance telephone call from
Business Manager
Ginger Rogers, I am glad that I
finished the humorless questionaire
John F. X. Gaquin '39
because I never thought I'd be able
to make it. And now I would like
REPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
to run over it again because I have
National Advertising Service, Inc.
an awful lot of funny stuff that I
College Publishers Representative
would like to attempt. The publicity
420 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.
department needn't worry about
Chicago * Boston ' Los Angeles
San Francisco
me mussing up the files, though,
because most of it is so bad that
Retreat
I will tear up the blank as soon
I get through.
Next week for the Seniors and Juniors, as Most
of my snappy retorts come
reSophomores,
the
the week after for the
same brand of humor as
under
the
treat will be the major activity. The suspen- the penciled mustaches on the cigasion of classes indicates its importance. In rette ads in the subways. You
this annual retreat, Boston College, following know, in the blank after father's
the example of Christ who took His disciples name I write "General Ulysses S.
aside occasionally for private instruction and Grant" and give his occupation as
guidance, offers a guidance program with a a lamp lighter. Then I really get
view to sharpening our insight into the real into the spirit of the thing and
when they ask in what activities I
values of life.
The retreat has as its purpose the in- participated, at the college, I whip
with the Junior League, the
crease of the student's knowledge of the out
Vincent Club, the Veterans of Forrequirements of God and of His Holy Church, eign Wars, the Chain Letter Club,
the increase of Grace and enthusiasm the The Towne Club, the Book of the
student requires in the greatest of all bat- Month Club, singing, roller-skating
tles, the battle of life in this world. Guidance and tobogganing.
is also its purpose; guidance in living; guidIt is hard to stop me from there
ance in the requirements of the Church; on. What schools did you attend
before entering Boston College?
guidance in the commands of God.
It is a distinct privilege granted to the The Lyman School, Westboro,
and the Fanny Farmer
students each year, at the end of the Month Mass.,
School, Boston, Mass.
Cooking
of the Holy Rosary, to make this retreat, or
What other colleges did you atTriduum as it is more commonly called. tend? Georgia Tech, Tulane, WelFormal studies will give way to a study of lesley, Simmons, Gustavus Adolthe most important things in life under the phus, Eastern Tennessee State
best possible direction. Let us decide to make Teachers and the Haskell Indian
a worthwhile retreat and accept with the Institute.
Did you make any letters in
greatest sincerity the privilege we are afathletics? Yes, the track coach
forded.
wrote me a letter once telling me
Extra-Curricular
to bring back that jersey which he
Knowing full well that this brief message had seen me wearing around Caris not generally needed, we will follow cus- son Beach the previous summer.
Did you ever win any awards
tom and sage policy to recommend active
participation in extra curricular activities by for outstanding achievements?
every student. Some have already signified Quiet, pliase.
on the
their intention of becoming recipients of the Have you ever I been
have been on
Dean's list? Well,
limitless benefits that are offered. The Fresh- the dean's list for over-cutting
men have evidenced rare wisdom in this mat- classes, if that's what you mean.
ter and are to be sincerely congratulated and
How did you happen to come to
imitated.
Boston College ? I was young at
The usual resolutions have been made by the time and I wanted a twothe students, avowals to do something that wheeled bike more than anything
is not required have been heard. These else in the world. One day I was
promises are firm in October, weakened in walking in the thick woods near
November, and dead by December. The the mountain home where I lived
my kind, old aunt and a brown
month of May is not so merry for those who with
police dog named Walter. Walter
have forgotten and feel the regret that goes used to talk to me and he advised
with missing something. The Seniors experi- me not to make the mistake he
ence greater remorse, for their days at Bos- made in his younger days by
ton College are ended and the chance to sup- laughing at education. This day in
plement class work with activity that is more the woods, he pointed to the setting sun, brushed a lock of curly
informal and intimate is gone.
always
Boston College
has been an active hair back from his intelligent fore"This is
school with many and varied interests for head and barked noarsely,
will never
all
beautiful
but
it
very
the practical expression of the desires and help you to pass a civil service
talents of her students. She offers all an exam." So here I am in senior and
opportunity to be well-trained, well-equipped, quite active in extra curricular acand well-rounded. Debating and Oratory, tivities, too.
Sodality, Dramatics, Sports, Literature and
"Is there any other information
Journalism?all cater to an individual field, you would care to give us? Don't
each extend the general knowledge of the be too modest about your accompstudent. The college expects every man to lishments." Shucks, I suppose I
avail himself of some extra-curricular bene- could mention the time I recited
fits, just as she expects every student to "Spartacus To The Gladiators" in
high school elocution contest.
cherish her ideals, maintain her customs, re- the
One
of the English teachers said
spect her good name and call them his own.
that I did well and that I would
This can be done with good will, with loyalty be a good speaker if I could learn
and with a little effort. It will be done by all to stand up straight and open my
who are true Boston College men.
mouth.

Official newspaper of Boston College, published
on Friday during the academic year, except the
Christmas and Easter holidays, by the students of
Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Boston 67, Mass. Entered as second class matter at the Boston Post Office.
Subscription price $2.00 per year. Advertising rates
furnished on request.
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who saw that Detroit game
enough said! to those who didn't
?it can't be described. Oh but
those 20 seconds were agony! After
the pigskin (actually cowhide)
floated between the posts those
cement stands started to ripple.
Fella Ginfeoff deserves all the credit
in the world?after taking a terrific
beating on all the offensive play
for the greater part of the game
he came back with plenty of smart
and nerve-racking football, climaxing with the impossible.
Capt. Bill Flynn made a very
sporting gesture by presenting the
ball to Fella. The whole club played inspired football all the way and
the one conclusion drawn is that
a gang who won't be beaten can't
be beaten.
Wasn't that affair smooth over
at the Somerset last Tues.! It's
a good thing that it wasn't held
Wed. nite or the Boston Garden
would be in order. All of the boys
started out the social term by appearing at their best with their
best. We credit Jim Kelly with
one of the most colorful football
dances yet. He provided good music
amid ideal surroundings?the band
was plenty hot, so was the Princess. Everybody looking forward
with plenty of enthusiasm, Mr.
Kelley. -The distinguished of the
elite were Bill Brown in good comJim Keane,
pany, Bill Kelly,
George Gallagher, and B. C.'s No. 1
jitter-bug Sherman Rogan.
Fr. Collins, S. J. put in a late
appearance after being the principal speaker at the West RoxburyB. C. Club.
Masquerade Dance by the "104"
club out in Stoughton, Sat., Oct.
29, see Frank Hassey Junior D.
This year we hope to hire bands
representing the choice of the majority. This column has undertaken to conduct a poll to discover
such a choice. In the past it has
been the custom, or rather the solution of a dilemma to choose an
orchestra with regard to its price
class without too much attention
to the popularity of the band.
Since the selection was usually
made late in the social season the
number of bands, available at the
price
allotted, was necessarily
small. This year the plan is to
consider the price as usual but to
provide a large field for the choice.
The result of the poll will be published and the selections will be
classified according to the Senior,
Junior, Soph and Frosh classes.
Now the idea is this ?if you were
going to a prom to-nite (no such
luck) what band would you like
to have playing for you, assuming
that all are available ? Since many
of us do not know the prices of
the bands the first poll will be run
in regard to popularity alone, then
later the number will be limited
to those which are within our
financial range.
So if you prefer "Slug" Delaney
and his "Rhythm Destroyers" to
the great (?) Goodman put your
vote in for him and IF he gets the
majority of votes we'll try and get
him for you.
Use the ballot below; fill it out
completely and place it in the box
provided outside the HEIGHTS office.

TABLOID

?

CONTEST
Favorite Band

Name
Class

I could go on like this for hours
so I suppose you can't blame the
publicity department for putting
the clamp down on my attempts at
humor. I might be pretty good at
answering those questionaires if I
could only learn to keep my face
straight and my mouth shut but I
think I'll sign off now and take a
street car over to Austie's to see
the shagger.

By Andrew J. O'Brien

We wished we had brought the shotgun out to
Fenway on the holiday. That Western Union time-

piece almost gave us heart failure as it moved up
to the fifteen second mark the instant the pass came
from center to be neatly booted through the uprights
by the Claremont candy king. Rum toffy is a second
cousin they tell us.
It will be a long time before
you will witness a game like the holiday thriller.
When the crowd goes mad and shouts with hysteria,
you can tell that something unusual is happening.
. The entire stands headed for the showers the
minute the whistle blew on the greatest whirlwind
finish we've ever seen. They're great things for the
records, but we never saw such an exhausted crowd
of fans in our life. .
Even the goal posts laid
a
the
was over.
game
down for
rest when
T
Jim Kelley wore a great big smile as the crowds
came down the aisle and trooped down to the Princess Room to make a gala crowd for the A. A.
Dance at the Somerset.
. King Tutt took up
where other Shag fiends left off and wiggled his way
to favor with the ralliers. His music, however, was
like an oil painting. To appreciate it, you had to
stand away from it and then allow the notes to
blend into a masterpiece of surrealism.
An engineer gave the old college try to open a few windows and corral a breeze or two. The unusual 80
degree night air was a lot cooler than the dance
. The knighted disciples of Columbus were
floor.
making merry in the main ballroom and it took all
the air conditioning ventilation to keep them cool.
Don't let all this warm weather catch you unprepared; a correspondent of ours tells us that they
A
expect snow any day now in New York.
Detroit crooner waged a battle of song with our
Mizzer Guthrie much to the delight of all the gals
who have a soft spot for a bit of Reverie. So, Music
Jim Law got the lads all
Maestro, Please!
pepped up and the cheering at the game showed
some excellentresults along that line. The band was
simply terrific, the way they swung out on the
Mulberry Bush can be pointed to with a great deal
of pride. Maybe that turned the tide for an Eagle
victory, who knows? We don't.
T
Now the call is for Philadelphia. Fella's toe has
just about booted the entire enrollment into Bucci's
helping hands. The trip to the Owl roost will be
the biggest thing of the season, excepting of course
If the need or the
the Holy Cross celebration.
occasion arises we will personally open up the
HEIGHTS office and hang three of Larry Kenny's
footballs over the door. Someone can paint a sign
with Uncle Ned in maroon and gold letters. So
let's go B. C.-Philly even if it does cause a bust.
?T?
The questionnaire from Bill Sullivan's Publicity
Office strikes us as one of the smartest ideas ever
proferred by the college. It pays to advertise in the
world of merchandise, the same program ought to
The Alumni Law
work for the college grad.
a
for
Boston Colplan
boosting
Club has announced
which
is
the
most
profession
timely
lege men in that
Publicists
maintain.
Its
the
example of what the
on
in
the
professions,
Forever,
the gridiron,
Eagle
and in business. With sincerity, the student is offered
an unusual opportunity to pave his way for a job
in the future.
?T?
The library is running a quiz on its own hook.
You can't take a book out now unless you fill in
a ten page form which seeks to find out the brand
of tooth paste you use and whether you wear garters.
The Stylus started this whole thing! What dry results from literary causes spring!
?T?
May we take this occasion to hand a bouquet to
the revered Eddie Casey. Better make it of carrots,
onion sprouts, and a sprig of broccoli. A field judge
is impartial on the field we know, but on the radio,
why there's a difference. We don't expect Mr. Casey
to fall around Boston College's neck with praise, he
never did, but impartiality can be had on the netGive Dobie and his lads credit,
work as well.
they have earned it. Other commentators are fairminded at least. So here's a bird with a horse
laugh for you, my fran!
T
Kozlowski has just received a better offer. You
may find him writing for Tryst with headquarters
Someone we know was sampling
in Washington. .
One Man
Mrs. Robert's grapes the other day.
busiphotography
Gang Zabilski is going into the
college
ness with his brother. His pictures of the
express a genius for the extraordinary and will be
well received by the boys. . . Frank Kelly is touring Norfolk county making stump speeches in a
trailer campaign for Commissioner.
.
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Large Attendance
At First Italian

Academy Meeting
Yesterday afternoon the Italian
Academy held its first meeting of
the year before the largest group
of students ever to assemble for
any of its meetings. The large
gathering seemed to substantiate
the words of the president, John
J. Baldi, that this was going to be
the banner year for Academy activities. Mr. Baldi, in his address,
tendered a welcome, not only to
the old members, but also to the
newcomers, especially the Freshmen.
The objectives of the Academy
were outlined in brief, and all the
members were urged to take an
active part in all the activities,
among which are included the annual banquet, the play, the parents' night, and also the various
lectures which the Academy will
sponsor during the coming year.
These lectures will be delivered by
men who are prominent in the religious, academic and business life
of the city. A program of speakers and events, covering from now
until December, was also presented
to the members, all of whom are
enthusiastic in their approval.
Mr. Baldi also announced the
creation of a president's council,
composed of Messrs. Siciliano, DeAngelis, and D'Alessandro, the
purpose of which is to aid him and
the moderator of the Academy, Dr.
Gino deSolenni, in the better selection of activities for the Academy.
After the business of the meeting
was finished, all the members joined in singing popular Italian airs,
after which the meeting was ad-

journed.
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Cross-Crown
Legion Of
Hidden Loyalty First Meeting
Seeks Members
At the beginning of each school
year every student in the college
has the opportunity to become a
member of the Legion of Hidden
Loyalty. Any student who wishes
to become enrolled in this group
is asked to report to Fr. Rooney
S. J., the student counsellor and to
fill out the pledge card and thus
become a member of the legion.
The pledge:

solemnly resolve
I
that during the time I am a student at Boston College, I will spend,
over and above the times I am
otherwise obliged to do so, at least
ten consecutive minutes before the
Blessed Sacrament every week
(every day). And, along with other
intentions which I may have, my
special purposes for doing so are:
to cultivate in my heart a personal love and friendship for Jesus
Christ in the Blessed Sacrament;
to obtain from Him special
graces by means of which I may
the more surely succeed in the particular life-work He, in His Providence, will call me to after college;
to make reparation to Him for
the sins of an unbelieving world;
and to ask of Him abundant
strength for those Catholics who,
in different parts of the world, because of their faith are suffering
persecution for His sake.

Inquiring Reporter

The first meeting of the newly
organized Cross and Crown Society
was held last Friday at 1 P. M.
At the meeting plans for the entire
year were discussed and arrangements made for the complete success of all functions.
The Honor society plans a concert, a dance, a picnic, Fathers'
Day and various other functions
during the school year. Complete
plans for the year have not as yet
been made, but present indications
point to a busy and very successful
year.
Fifty members of the Senior
Class have been admitted to the
honor society in recognition of past
records and activity at Boston College. The Knight Commander is
John F. X. Gaquin. His four assistants are Paul Devlin, Thomas McDonald, George Devlin, and Robert
Lloyd.

B. C. Club

of Newton

Undergraduates living in Newton are extended a cordial invitation to join the Boston College Club of Newton. The first
meeting for the 1938-89 season
will be held in the Senior Assembly Hall at the College on
Sunday, Oct. 16 at 3.30 P. M.
At this time, officers will be
elected and a program arranged for the coming year. John P.
Curley, '13, Graduate Manager
of Athletics, is president of the
Newton Club. The speaker for
this occasion will be Rev. Francis E. Low, S. J., '11, Faculty
Adviser to the Alumni Association.

By Paul B. Flynn '39
This week things have really
happened and your Inquiring reporter has something in the way of
a surprise for you. But before the
surprise I want everyone to understand that this column is written in the spirit of fun and any
seemingly personal remarks are
not meant to be offensive in any
way. We wish to apologize for a
remark printed last week. Apparently it was taken as a directed
insult. Forgive us this time and we
will try not to let it happen again.
Now for the surprise?Very graciously and in a manner becoming
to ladies, Miss Margaret Q. Doyle
and Miss Gertrude O. Collins, consented to being interviewed for a
statement in the Heights. In case
you haven't guessed it yet, these
are the two young ladies whom
Westbrook Somy spoke of two
weeks back.
The question: Would you prefer
to marry a person with a college
education or a person without a
college education?
Gertrude G. Collins ?B. C. Grad
School, formerly of Emm. "Speaking for Emmanuel, I prefer to
marry a college man, if he is the
Boston College type."
Margaret Q. Doyle?B. C. Grad
School "A college man by all
means, and I have a strong leaning
toward Boston College men, that's
why I came to Boston College."
Thank you girls for your interview and our hat is off to you both.
Now back to normal.
Sigmund W. Somy '39?"Education is a minor qualification. Personality and an agreeable disposi-

tion in a plain working girl is what
I want. Not these society girls
who go to exclusive Art Schools
and hate street cars."
Henry L. Lyons '39 ?"By George,
I prefer the college girl. Give me
a girl who will spend the night
reading Homer and Shakespeare.
Ah Wilderness!"
Joseph C. Murray '41 "Betty
works so I have no choice in the
matter."
William E. McCarthy '39 "I
don't think Ginger Rogers went to
college."
Harold A. Wilkens '41?"It depends on whether she can cook or
not and that seems to eliminate the
college girl."
Edward F. Buxon '39?"1'1l take
mine without. I want to stay home
at least one night a week."
Joseph F. Brennan '39 ?"Like
Greta Garbo, I want to be alone,
but if I must be alone I hope it's
with a college girl."
?

?

Robert E. Kopp '42?"1'1l take
the one with the money. You can't
make enough at Beano."
Edward B. Hall '39?"1 prefer the
The college girl always throws her intelligence at
you."
working girl.

David B. Merrick '41 "I prefer the college girl. My sister goes
to college."
?

Andrew F. Lentini '39 ?"Without for me. I prefer a peaceful
home."
Arthur X. McDevitt '40 "All the
world loves a lover and us true
lovers love the working girls."
?

DONT LET TENSION"GET"YOUR NERVES!
is as old as
sheep-herding itself.
ancestry

S

Collie dog has a nervous system that
is remarkably similar to yours. Like yours

THTS
delicate, complicated. But here is where

a
it is
big difference comes in: The dog can spring
into flashing actum-and then relax, while
man's nature makes him unkind to his nerves.
All too often, we work too hard, worry too much,
are fatigued or sleepless from strain. Nerves cry
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"get" your nerves. Give your nerves a frequent
rest-take time for a Camel. Camels help you
to remember that you need a briefbit of leisure,
for they are mild and mellow, a supremely
enjoyable cigarette, made from costlier tobacLIGHI
Cos. Smokers find that "LET UP
into
joy
living,
more
puts
UP A CAMEL"
tobaccos
are
mild
that
Camel's
costlier
and

There's more joy in living when
light up a Camel"
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Seniors Scan Sudeten Struggle
Versailles Treaty
Is Original Cause
Of Present Crisis
By Sig Somy

The daily newspapers are full of
news, changing almost every hour,
concerning the chaotic events of a
seething Europe. Even the Sapientes in our midst have been in a
sea of perplexity because the general trend of thought in practically
every American newspaper is sympathetic toward Czechoslovakia.
In my opinion, this is a perverted trend of thought, and I
deem it a necessary state of gratification to communicate my knowledge to the student body of Boston
College. This is a delicate subject
and I feel that many feelings will
be hurt and countless toes stepped
on, but the truth is the truth and
a lie is a lie. I do not feel alone
however after listening to the third
hour Thursday lecture on this
Czech situation by the learned
Rev. J. F. X. Murphy, S.J. I feel
the same way that he does about
the whole thing, so if drastic measures are taken by the hierarchy of
the College, we might just as well
leave together. If worse comes to
worse we could open up a little
shoe store in Harvard Square and
flood the Suburban market with
discontinued lines and factory rejects. Aside from this light humor
stolen from the notes of J. Weston
McCarthy, I now turn to the serious and gravity of the Czech situation.
Czechoslovakia as you all know
never existed prior to the World
War. Seven million Czechs who
were under Austrian rule, and
three and a half million Slovaks
who were under Hungarian jurisdiction, were presented free gratis
with sufficient land to form the
Czechoslovakian State.
In the first place Czechoslovakia
was not only an artificial creation,
but also an injustice and a provocation, because she was made up
of territories wrested from her
neighbors. President Woodrow Wilson allied with Thomas Masaryk,
an American College Professor of
Czech origin, were the individuals
who met in Pittsburg, Pa., and constructed that ingrateful document,
the Versailles Treaty. That it was
of American birth and permeated
by Czech influence, there is no
doubt. The injustice of the Treaty
may be comprehended when one
understands that these two men,
who were responsible for drawing
the new map of Europe never
cared to consult the nations to be
affected, and never even tendered
them any plebiscite or referendum,
the logical method of procedure for
a peaceful solutio.n
This Treaty signed in 1919 was
the original crux of the present
turbulent European situation. If
this Treaty had donated outright a
section of land for the Czechs and
Slovaks, that would have been
agreeable to all, but an unfair alternative developed. The peoples
who lived in these sections at once
became minorities and were forced
to remain in their native environment and accept Czech domination.
How can you expect a people who
have lived harmoniously in a certain area for generations willingly
allow outsiders invade their cities
and molest their personal rights?
This is exactly what happened. If
the Czechs had legitimately and
peacefully taken over the lands
consigned to them there would
have been no minority harboring
of discontent. Instead they rushed
into the areas alloted to them in

Quality Food

Moderate Prices
at the

CRYSTAL CAFE
LAKE STREET
at the foot of the Heights

Paris And London
Cede To Hitler's
Wants At Munich

Heights Editorial Rooms
The opinion or the policy of the
editorial staff of the HEIGHTS is
in no way reflected in the respective comments of the two writers
on the Czechoslovakian Problem.
These articles take the form of an
open forum that is at the disposal
of any student who wishes to make
his views on any particular question heard. The HEIGHTS is a
student publication and publishes
what the students propose. The
opinions expressed in such commentaries are not to be construed
as identical with the beliefs of the
editorial board.
much the same way that vultures
demolish and devastate a dead
carcass. Czech schoolteachers were
immediately installed in all primary and secondary schools and a
general educational reformation
was instituted. Everyone had to
learn the Czech language. Industrial plants were hastily subsidized
by these invaders and Czech leaders seized every important position. They monopolized municipal
and government offices and threw
out those who had held them for
years. They restricted the press,
music, schools, etc., and furthermore imposed heavy taxes on all
minorities. The unfortunate residents became the objects of humiliation on the part of scathing Czech
rebuke.
The awful crime attached to the
Versailles Treaty was the fact that
the minorities in question not only
had to surrender their lands and
all they contained, but they had to
remain subservient to Czech dominion.
These minorities were
forced to live in their native land,
their lands trespassed, their property irrevocably encroached, their
native languageexterminated, their
pride humiliated, and their personal rights destroyed. How do you
suppose they felt? How would you
feel under such abnormal conditions? Would you blame them if
they inwardly rebelled against such
belligerent mistreatment ?
No?and no sane individual
could expect such impossible conditions to go on indefinitely. The
German, Polish and Hungarian
minorities in Czechoslovakia have
despised Czech domination for
twenty years, and it's about time
that the mistake was rectified. If
the Allies do not come to the aid
of Czechoslovakia itself, then they
will for the sake of Europe. Somehting has to be done. This question
of minorities must be settled once
and for all. Justice must prevail!
Recently representatives of the
four great powers,
Germany,
France, England and Italy assembled in Munich and adjusted the
problem of Sudeten Germany.
Shortly afterwards the Polish
Teschen area was returned to its
rightful owner. If peace and tranquility are to reign supreme
throughout Europe, thenthe Czechs
must also return to the Hungarians
their original lands. Such a procedure would be the only solution
and a just one.
So I conclude that it is not the
Czechs who deserve America's
sympathy, but the many other nationalities under Czech domination. These are the people that
should be commiserated. These are
the people most in need of help.

Your

HEADQUARTERS

By Merle Carey

As an aftermath of the world

war, a state called Czechoslovakia
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Slovakia was the orphan of the
Versailles Treaty. France and England had betrayed their condence
in the eyes of a wide awake world
Rather than support its promises,
both France and England found
loopholes through which they literally crawled away from a perilous situation. There is no doubt
that Hitler was desirous of extending his rapidly growing empire at
the expense of Czechoslovakia. This
move by the Swastika was not motivated by any fraternal love for
the Sudeten German. Hitler wanted to gain an important key position in Central Europe. From this
very favorable location. Herr Hitler
is now in a position so that he can
readily coerce Central Europe to
accept his Nazism with no alterna-

Fulton Deems
Hitler O.K.
At the last Fulton meeting on
last Tuesday, Thomas A. Maguire
39', and Thomas Quinn '39, were
awarded the decision in a debate
in which they undertook to justify
Hitler. The question discussed was,
"That the attitude of Hitler toward the Sudetenland is justified."
The negative side was defended by
John T. Henderson '39, and Ralph
Baldwin '39.

came into existence. This new republic was a political combination
of many nationalities. Chief among
In justifying Hitler's policy Mathem were the Czechs and the
guire said in part, "Hitler's plea
is that the world be sincere about
Slovaks and the minorities of Poles,
the principle of self-determination
Germans and Hungarians.
Altive.
of peoples, and apply it to Gerthough it is news apart from AmWhether this extension will end many as well as to her enemies.
erican newspaper propaganda, the
Czechs immediately became a dom- at the Ukraine or England is for California and Texas, inhabited for
inating majority. This is a fact Father Time to decide. Hitler de- years by Americans, ultimtaely beregardless of what you have read sires nothing but peace?piece by came parts of the United States.
Germany wants German Sudetenin the papers. They have been in- piece.
In conclusion, the sacrificial offer land?and she does not want a
fluenced by Semitic and Free dislike for Hitler, and desire you readof Czechoslovakia seems to answer repetition of the bloody slaughter
ers to feel the same way they do. the question "Will the Great that was necessitated in the acquiIt is their money that controls Powers protect the Lesser Pow- sition of these United States' terhuge newspaper interests and they ers?" For taking this as an in- ritories."
are in a position to have printed ternational affair it seems that
Quinn concluding for the vicCzechoslovakia has been the goat torious team,
just what they want to have printpointed out the misof Versailles. Considering it as a
ed.
ery and want in the Sudetenland
Oblivious of their previous gov- matter of principle, we come to under Czech rule. "Starving peoernment, these Czechs proceeded to the conclusion that there is no ple, empty
factories, and old
impose upon the various minori- code of principles. The Pragmatic broken down
shacks dotted that
suit territory, and all
ties the Czech culture. Another philosophy would rather
because Czechs
important matter in the discontent Chamberlain or Daladier. Eng- gave preference to Czechs. Gerof the minorities was the insistence land and France are fast becoming mans
were subdued under an inof the Czechs that Czech be taught obsolete as far as world powers ferior power."
in the schools. For Catholics who are concerned. No longer do they
are primarily interested in the consider the thought of combat.
ethical viewpoint, there can be no They have both reached the maximum of expansion. Now that they
justice in such a move.
We all know that Hitler came to have stopped their growth they
the defense of the German minor- will be content to yield piece by
Plans for junior activities are
ity in Sudeten Germany. The mo- piece to a more energetic nation
now under way, according to an
tive behind this invasion is that Germany.
Poor old England, a scattered announcement by Dick Powers,
of a dictator striving bit by bit for
president of Junior, with the first
counterpart
London,
world supremacy. Had
of the once great Brit- event,
an "Under the Tower
Paris and Moscow intervened it tannia that once ruled both on land
Dance,"
scheduled for December
is my contention that Hitler would and on sea. That old adage, "The
9th.
have been forced to raise the white sun never sets on the British
Two meetings of the President's
flag. It was recently reported that Flag," will be forgotten, and the
his soldiery along the Rhine were Swastika will unfurl all over the Council have already been held and
not ready for combat. In other universe in its place. Germany plans were discussed concerning the
words Herr Hitler was confident under the indominatable Hitler will extensive programme of Junior
that the outcome of the Munich slowly consume entire Europe. Week.
Plans for that week are as yet
conference would favor Germany, Mussolini, Daladier, Chamberlain,
he did not deem it necessary to and Stalin will succumb to his am- far from settled and no definite
order wartime mobilization.
bition of becoming a twentieth cen- statement could be made, Powers
Czechosaid.
tury Charlemagne.
In my humble opinion

Junior Class Plans
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Hospital, Nurses Assume
Maroon And Gold Tinge
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Vatican Radio Ghost Of 20's Undefeated
Broadcast On Champions Haunts Heights
Current News
By Gerard Converse, '40

By John F. Ryan '40

radio Saturday morning. It was
Did you know there was e
the first radio your reporter had
Catholic
Sentiment
ghost
running around the college?
it is due. So it is with the hopt heard since the big wind. Ironicalis, and he's carrying or
Well
there
To Be
that you Fenway-stricken anc ly enough as the sound ushered
his ghostly work way down deep in
Weston-crazed will negotiate with forth in crescendo the first tune
the Tower Building. He's a rec
Afternoon
a very oppressed minority and give confessed: "I've Been Saving
shrouded spectre and he makes a
Myself for You." However, before
them the place they deserve on the
Catholic opinion of current news weekly appearance down by the
map of social activities that these long the entire ward was broken
will
be broadcast direct from the varsity locker room. Haven't you
field running and passing with
few words are scrawled.
seen him yet? Don't you know
Holy Cross and Manhattan.
Vatican over the Papal short wave
When the average person meets
who
he is? Well, I'll tell you He's
After the game was over the radio station every Sunday afterthese little-publicized damsels he
the ghost of B. C.'s undefeated
is in no mood for an "Under the company really started to arrive. noon from 1.00 to 1.30 Boston time. Eastern Football Champions of
Tower." His fumbled thoughts Apparently Louis De Pass can These broadcasts will be part of a 1920. He carries with him his now
range more towards under the sod tumble and dance on the gridiron
world wide program from Rome famous record and the name of his
six feet under. However, your between the halves but he can't
captain, Louis Urban, and that of
get away with it on the stairs which will be transmitted in all
scribbler was a little more fortunhis coach, the Immortal "Cav."
ate. The recent hurricane whisked between clases. At any rate the the major languages, the half hour He's a ghost with a purpose, and
us into their castle on the hill in rubber-toned stunster fell down the broadcast in English being for the you know how tough a purposeful
Brighton. Although dark clouds stairs in the Tower Building last benefit of the Catholics of America. wraith can be. The purpose??an
confronted us the first few days Friday and landed just down the
reception inspiration to a team that's desa gentle zephyr brought sunny hall in Saint Elizabeth's the next Information concerning
tined for a record just as great as
skies with no more of an assign- day with some torn tendons in his of these broadcasts in the New that wonder team of '20.
England area may be obtained
ment than to lie still in bed. Then, left leg.
You may wonder what all this
Justin
MacGowan
was
the
next
from Rev. James L. Burke, S.J., talk on ghosts
like lava coursing down a mounis about. Well,
tainside, enveloping all opposition, caller. The touselled hair and head of the department of history I'll tell you that too. It's all centhe realization came to us that bruised face testified to the fierce- and government at Boston College. tered around the maroon and gold
For the time being these prohere in Saint Elizabeth's Nursing ness of the fray out on their Alumbanner that has caused so much inni
Field
as yet in the experimental
grams,
where
the
left
halfEaglet
School were girls as worthy of
terest in the student body. This
of
a
news,
stages,
will consist
top place in the affections of B. back received a slight concussion
banner
that reads something like
C. men as the died-in-the-wool pol- when he collided with another as period of music and a talk on vari- this:
iticians at Regis and Emmanuel he plunged across the last white ous phases of the modern Church.
B. C. 20
Fordham 0
who vie for that office in the polls stripe to draw first blood in the The music and discourse periods
B.
C.
21
Yale 13
25-0 win over the Dartmouth are subject to change when the
each year.
B.
C.
12
0
Springfield
Fresh.
Even
his
as
series
concludes
but
the
though
present
head felt
There are just as many sparkling
B. C. 34
B.
U.
0
a
of
news
announcements
are
considthough
squadron
army
tanks
smiles and carefree laughs among
B. C. 37
Tufts 0
these girls in white as there are lumbered over it he promised us ered of primary importance and
B. C. 13
Marietta 3
among the dirndls at Regis or he would be back in scrimmage will be continued as long as the
B. C. 30
Georgetown 0
broadcasts
in
no
time
at
all.
themselves.
Emmanuel. In addition their egg
B. C. 14
Holy Cross 0
No one knows more than your
The Vatican radio station may
nogs in mid morning, their tea and
Captain?Louis Urban
toast at midnight are incompar- reporter who spent eleven days un- be heard on the short wave band
able.
Coach ?Major Cavanaugh
They can dance just as der the care of the girls in white operating on a frequency at 19.84
smoothly, at football games they that "Mac's" words are true. They kilocycles. The broadcasts in Enghas been marching out of the
can cheer just as loudly, at the take such good care of you at Saint lish will begin at 6.00 P. M., Roman HEIGHTS office every Monday for
sodality conventions they are just Elizabeth's that every one gets time, which is 1 o'clock here,
as prominent, and when they are well quick. We hope to see "Mac," ihe broadcasts are of such impornot in white cap and uniform they "Jivvy," and Louis De Pass well in tance as to make the hardships of
are just as human as any girl you double quick time. Football needs short wave selection and reception
negligible.
would ever hope to meet. If you all three.
And so to the nurses at the St.
are skeptical, ask any one who is
Father Burke announces the prolucky enough to receive an invi- Elizabeth's school go our most sin- grams for the coming weeks to be
tation to their Halloween Dance cere thanks. Certainly the three composed, besides the news and
By Jan J. Koslowski '39
other B. C. men will join in offer- musical portions, of talks on the
on Oct. 26.
At Middlebury college a profesHad these lines appeared in last ing theirs. These zealous workers Church in France, which will be
week's edition, in our exhuberance and sincere sympathizers deserve the topic for the next two weeks. sor on a winter outing casually rewe would have attributed the arri- it. And when the Sub Turri poll Following this there will be dis- marked to some Freshmen, "No,
val of three more B. C. men to the comes along remember the hit of courses on Mother Cabrini and I'm not chaperone today. Just one
the day
"Won't You Change then on the Church in Ireland. This of the boys." He was promptly
impelling force of our words.
Partners?"
At dusk last Friday Ira Jivelecarries the program through No- thrown into a heap of snow. The
kian was rolled into one of the
vember beyond which date Father Freshmen are up and doing.
three beds in our room. Fifteen
Burke is as yet uninformed conAccording to the report of the
stitches had been taken in the calf
cerning the makeup of the broadof his left leg when it was ripped
treasurer of Columbia Univ. the
casts.
buildings, grounds and equipment
open by cleats on the heel of a
The tremendous task of assemTeam B. tackier. Jivvy had just
Please 'look twice before you con- bling this news is hardly apprecia- are valued at $36,000,000.
picked up on of Gintoff's punts and fidently approach a classmate and ble. From all parts of the world
From Marshall College way
was about to return it, when he inquire of him the Greek assign- news agencies will send the most
was stepped on while being tackled ment for Friday or pleadingly re- pertinent
down in the Blue Grass region, it
stories to the Vatican
high. In spite of his severe injury, quest the solution of the first where they will be divided ac- seems that the boys aren't sending
the first string half-back's only twenty calculus problems.
11 cording to the nations to which much money home. There is a
whole family enrolled in the colworry was that he was going to seems that "Willie" Weiss '41, they
bear the most importance.
lege, including the one who is
miss his "crack" at Detroit. Jivvy slightly resembles Ed Weiss '42. They will then
be translated into
known to pay the bills.
will be in the stands for the Temple The fact that they are brothers the national languages of
these
game also but doctors promise to and twins may have something to countries.
have him ready to give Florida c'.o with it. To put it mildly, the
A Missouri Univ. editor in a reWhile the news items will differ
the run around. The team came up confusion that has resulted is trecent speech, stated his preference
according to their measure of imto bring its best wishes and a mendous.
of a cow to a saxophone, because
Countless students of
portance on the different broad- in addition to making the same
both the Freshman and Sophomore casts,
the talks on the general situ- noise, the cow gives milk.
classes have mistaken one for the ation
of the Church will be the
«p
SfC
other, some have even departed consame in the many languages.
Add a simile from the Echo
vinced that they were the victim of
man
is like an oil lamp. He isn't
a joke or that a visit to an optician
exactly
bright?is often turned
the
of
way
would be advisable. In
Distinguished Visitor
down, usually smokes and frea suggestion: one wears a brown
quently goes out at night.
suit, the other, blue, but I can't
The college recieved a distintell you which because I don't
guished guest on Wednesday
Definite information from Cathknow myself!
when Bear Admrial Shinjiro
Yamamoto, Imperial Japanese olic University?a kiss is a noun,
though often used as a conjuncMUSIC THAT soothes the savNavy Retired, paid a brief call
tion. It is never declined?it is
age beast will not be lacking to
on the heights. The admiral had
more common than proper?used
the University of Illinois. The colbeen visiting Cardinal O'Conlege received 42 trunks containing
nell, Archbishop of Boston whom in the plural and agrees with all
genders.
the music of the late John Philip
he knew in Japan, thirty years
\

Every fair minded citizen wil
not hesitate to give praise wher<

Expressed
Sunday

?

the last two weeks, stopping in
front of the locker room for about
ten minutes and then marching
right back into the HEIGHTS office
again. We're not saying that it
moves on its own power, but we're
also not saying who's responsible
for its actions,
This "spectre of the heights"
had, previous to this year, gone the
way of all good spooks, and kept
his blushing countenance "out of
sight, out of mind." Two years ago,
he poked his head around the corner of the Science Building, decided the time wasn't ripe for his
appearance, and disappeared, not
to be seen again until September
24, of this year. Then once again,
his crimson cloak was seen, this
time wafting up the hill from
Alumni Field in great agitation,
and no wonder, for he has just seen
another championship team trounce
a bewildered Canisius club by an
overwhelming score. And so he
wafted up to his abode in the
Tower Building and it is from there
that he is seen spooking along the
lower corridor.
But if you think he was excited
over that Canisius game, you
should have seen him Wednesday
when he heard about the Detroit
affair. He was so upset that he got
tangled up with some nails the
carpenters left around and got
himself tacked up on the wall of
the HEIGHTS office. So, he's up
there now, and if you want to see
what a real, honest to goodness
spook looks like come around and
knock on the door and ask for Joe.
When he asks who's spooking, tell
him it's one of his admirers.

Collegiate Merry-Go-Round
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Twin Brothers
Cause Confusion
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settling our country's quarrels on
the gridiron.
if*
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A Freshman at Bucknell entered
the gym and asked for a scrimmage line. He wanted to tie up
a charlie horse. Imagine these
future Seniors!
A tryout of college men who
are interested in lecture team
work in the Senior Junior Sodality netted immediate positions
on the teams for Martin Henebery, Francis Lord, George Gallagher and Henry McMahon.
Edward Barrett, Joseph Driscoll
and William Irwin were awarded places as alternates.
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LEIGHTON

NOBLE
and His Orchestra
{eaUuHf EDITH CALDWELL
CHICK FLOYD
JOHNNY MacAFEE
NOBLE TRIO
ARTHUR MURRAY'S DANCERS
demonstrate the answers to
your questions on dancing.
Dinner Dancing
Every night except Sunday

Supper Dancing
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
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Frank
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former Notre
star and now coach
of Missouri U., has been requested
by Mussolini to bring two football
teams to Italy this spring to popularize the game in that country.
Can't tell nowadays, we may be
Carideo,

Dame football

TOTEM POLE
BALLROOM
Out Commonwealth Ave
Route 30

Closing Nights of
1938 SEASON
Tonight and Tomorrow

THE FENTON BROS.
and their Orchestra
featuring

BUDDY ROY
Maine Summer Resort Favorites
Free Parking

W. N. 0227

BRIGHTON
LAUNDRY
The

Largest Laundry
In The World

Owned
And Operated

By Women
Telephone

STADIUM 5520-1-2

Sodality Runs
Camera Contest

ENGRAVING
ADVERTISING
BOOK WORK
% )' CATALOGUES
\ DIRECT MAILING
c ) RAISED PRINTING
OFFICE SUPPLIES
contest

The first candid camera
in the history of the College, with
fame and fortune awaiting the winners, will be conducted by the publicity committee of the Sodality
this year. Modeled after the national photo competition conducted
by leading American newspapers,
it is expected that the contest will
arouse much active interest among
the students. The complete rules
for the contest will be published
in the next week's HEIGHTS.

ESTIMATES ON REQUEST

MODERN PRINTING CO.

/J Camplete Sesuuce
18

Pleasant St., Newton Centre
Telephone Centre Newton 4530

BOSTON COLLEGE HEIGHTS

Schwortzer And Connolly Are
Towers Of Strength In Line

Dick "Red" Gill captain of the
Eagles track squad is taking a
graduate course at the "Heights"
this year. Dick has also joined the
B. A. A. track team and will enter
all the large track meets next winter under the colors of the B. A. A.
In the meantime he is rounding into condition with daily workouts
on the College track under the
tutelage of his former mentor Jack
Ryder.

In the past, Boston College has
been noted for its mile relay teams
and prospects are bright for another banner season. Charlie Green,
Artie Allan, Fred Wieberseck, and
Captain Frank Zeimetz will probably make up the mile relay team.
These four worked together as a
unit last year and the added experience should prove of benefit
this year.
*

*

*

*

John Powers and John "Spike"
Cronin form the nucleus of the two
mile relay team with much needed
strength coming from the sophomores in the persons of Eddie
Bourgeault and Joe Shea.
*

*

*

*

One of the biggest races of the
fall track season is due in a few
weeks when Sherman Roagan and
Sid Bogen of the health squad hook
up in one mile race. At the present time both boys are in intense
training for the race.
*

*

*

*

Walter Hall, who as a member
of the freshman track team last
year was developed into a world
famous hurdler by Coach Jack
Ryder has transferred his affiliations to Tufts College. Walter was
an unknown until Jack discovered
him but this summer Walter chose
to continue a different line of
studies and for that reason he
transferred to Tufts
Believe it
or not Walter is studying to become a minister.
.
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Rand McNally successor to Tom
McFarland in the high hurdles is
practicing for speed at the present
time.
Intense practice hasn't
started yet as the indoor season
is still far distant.

Club Breakfast
In Dorchester
On Sunday morning, October
23rd, the Boston College Club of
Dorchester will conduct another
of its annual communion breakfasts. In pursuance of its policy
of rotating parishes in Dorchester,
the club will hold this breakfast
at Saint Ambrose Church, Dorchester, on Adams Street in the
Fields Corner section.
Mr. William H. Mamell, '27, who
is chairman of the event urges all
students who are residents of Dorchester to make arrangements as
soon as possible for tickets. He
announces that he can be contacted
at 15 Holiday Street, or through
COLumbia 6562. The breakfast will
be held in the school hall, adjoining
the church, immediately after the
nine o'clock mass. Student admission is 75c, a reduction of 25c for
all undergraduates.
The Boston College clulb of this
section plans a very active season,
and looks forward eagerly to the
wholehearted cooperation of all
the students who live in that section.

TEMPLE TICKETS
Students planning to make the
trip to Temple may procure
their tickets at the Athletic Office beginning today it was announced by Father Collins yesterday afternoon. The price for
each ticket is $1.28. It is not
necessary to get your tickets in
Boston but it will be more convenient for you since an entire
section has been allotted to Boston College for its cheering section.

Not Stopped by Injuries
Ernie is the strong silent man
when it comes to talking about his
achievements; and his actions on
the gridiron are much more eloquent testimony to his ability than
any words that might be said in
the lunchroom. The injury jinx has
followed him doggedly since he entered College. In fact, he was
playing football for the 1940 Eaglets, despite orders from the doctor that he must refrain from all
athletics till his injured back was
mended. As a sophomore Ernie
dislocated his shoulder in the game
with Kansas State when he tried to
throw a block from an impossible
angle. Yet although the angle was
an impossible one, nevertheless he
took out his man and the play
went through, tout Ernie payed the
price?a dislocated shoulder which
still troubles him even though his
play does not show it.
He has been a guard throughout
his playing days, yet he is an excellent forward passer as those
who saw the Eagle-Purple Frosh
game in 1936 will testify. In high
school and in Prep school ranks,
Ernie often was on the end of a
lateral after which he hurled a
fifty yard forward down the field.
It's A Great Game
When we asked Ernie what was
his football highspot, he very modestly said he could not remember
anything that was particularly
worthy of note! That was Exhibit
A in understatement, but nevertheless Ernie refused to commit himself. However he did smile and say
that he got great enjoyment out
of meeting his boyhood friends as
gridiron foes. "It has happened
to me very often," he grinned, "but
the instance I enjoyed most, was
meeting Jim Connelly, fullback and
Captain of the Northeastern Team.
Jimmy and I grew up together as
boys, and chummed together for
many years. We are still friends.
In the game," he laughed, "I
knocked him out on one tackle,
but he banged me around plenty
before the final gun sounded. I
met him afterwards and we both
agreed football is a swell game."

A man's man, or getting into
the gridiron spirit, a football player's football player is a complete
although somewhat brief description of John Connolly regular right
tackle on the B. C. eleven for the
last two years. John, or as he is
better known "Chopper" is another
in the long list of fine tackles that
always seem to be an integral part
of Eagle elevens. His one fault,
if by any stretch of the imagination it could be so termed is his
steady and efficient game.
For
Chopper misses out on some of
the praise given to some of his
teammates as sports writers can
usually describe his efforts with a
"Connolly played his usual fine
game at tackle."
The name that Connolly has
made for himself can best be gathered by the fact that he was named in the Indiana press releases of
this fall as one of the outstanding
lineman to face Indiana this year.
He is the only Boston College man
so honored. On top of that several Boston College opponents of
last year picked him as the outstanding lineman on the field.
Chopper prepared for Boston
College at Lynn Classical where
he was a first string tackle for
three years. He is rated by Lynn
fans as one of the best football
players in the shoe city athletic
history and the fine work that he
has done at the Heights has certainly borne out this opinion. It
is safe to say that he could undoubtedly make any football team
in the country but we here at B.
C. are glad to have him right
where he is. So bring on Temple,
Indiana, and all others but there'll
be a red light at right tackle that
won't turn green at right tackle.

By Joe Grandfield

Wins 17, Losses 5, Ped. .773
With three losses last week, the
C. B. (crystal ball) average dropped 27 points. Perhaps this week
will be the hoped for 1.000 week.
But these tough games are hard to
pick even with the aid of a crystal
ball. Indiana has been supplanted
by Holy Cross as the most feared
B. C. opponent and hence we give
the Cross the premier jinx spot in
our prognostications. Holy Cross
will edge Carnegie Tech. Fordham
will overpower stubborn Purdue.
Notre Dame will dazzle surprising
Illinois. Ohio State, after disappointing last week, will try a come
back. Although dissension and discord have rent Ohio's football
ranks, we hope that they will overpower Northwestern. Duke will
take underrated Georgia Tech. Indiana and Nebraska will meet in a
sizzler and we must string along
with Bo McMillan's men. Rice is
still an outstanding Southwestern
team and Lain will spark Rice to
a win over Tulane. Texas Christian, the strongest in this same
Southwestern section, will pound
Texas A. & M. with superior line
play and a beautiful passing attack. Oregon can beat overrated
Stanford. Cornell may march over
Syracuse and Navy will smash
through to its fourth straight win
at the expense of Frankless Yale.

Egg Blue of Rhode Island State.
He came through for two more

touchdowns. Duke is ticketed for
an Ail-American berth along with
Sid Luckman.
Sid nearly gave
every B. C. fan at the DartmouthFrosh game heart failure by holding out with his touchdown passes
until the end of the fourth period.
Then Sid came through and Army
lost a heart-breaker that they had
sewed up in the first half.
The holiday game was unique in
more ways than one. It proved to
a crowd of twenty thousand that
Boston College is perhaps one of
the most sportsman-like in behavior than of any of the colleges in the East.
The rootsection stayed
after the
ing
game and roared applause to the
defeated Titans as they dejectedly
walked off the field, the greatest
team ever to hold up their weary
heads and hearts in a vain fight
to stave off the inspired fight of
an Eagle team. Twenty thousand
fans were converted to confirmed
Eagle rooters by this great gesture.
\u25a0t*
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Another interesting but overlooked point was the fact that Detroit scored 253 points during last
year and B. C. advanced the same
numiber of yards during the final
half against the Titan defense. It's
a coincidence and may be interWe need say nothing either in preted as an omen of a successful
praise or censure of anybody in season similar to Detroit's last
Wednesday's game between Detroit year.
and the Eagles. Everyone who saw
Texas Christian besides having
the game came away at the end
with his own emotions and opin- a superlative team puts on the best
ions.
No-one wants to be told show in between the halves of any
what happened. Each and every- college club. The band comes into
one saw the game and will hold it the end of the stadium and proin his memory for all-time. Boston ceeds to march willy nilly all over
College will never forget the in- the field after breaking up into inspired show. It was a privilege to dividual units. All this time, they
attend, watch and enjoy such a play their college songs and at a
Have you ever tilted back in game.
certain point by some miracle of
your chair and roared with unconplanning the band is reformed perYoung Duke Abbruzzi continued fectly. They grow 'em smart down
trollable laughter at the antics of
last
year picked him as the out- there.
a French professor as he vigorously overcame the attack of a phantom opponent by thrusting him to
With the Crusaders finished, the
a well-deserved death? And at
Jaspers beg-an to go to work. They
the same time did you not marvel
marched 79 yards to the Purple
at the skill of this duelist as he
one, where a fumbled pass stopped
so skillfully manipulated that little
them. Holy Cross kicked out to
weapon to produce victory? Truly,
its own 34, but Manhattan, with
it proved to be an art not easily
a Gerek to Dorsey pass, brought
Herb Kopf's Jaspers, Green in
mastered and yet this little weapon
the ball back to the 17.
After
more
than
one
undertook
to
sense,
still possesses an active existence
held here for three downs,
being
a
lance
with
the
Crumighty
break
at Boston College, skillfully wieldGerek flipped another aerial to Jim
ed by the true lovers of this art, sader from Worcester last Satur- Sarullo in the end zone. Following
success,
going
day, but with little
this science of the foil.
defeat by a score of 19-6. the kick-off Manhattan continued
down
to
Practicing almost daily in their
The first three quarters were all to roll, until a poor pass from cenattempt to produce a winning comHoly Cross, with Manhattan never ter was fumbled by Ed Wysocki,
bination, the fencing team is rapidJasper left half, and recovered by
advancing beyond the Cross 30
ly taking form as an experienced
Man Mountain Manoli for
the
marker, and pushing across
and talented group. To be sure, yard
Cross.
The
ended
soon
after
game
the midfield stripe only twice. The
the candidates for practice are not
Holy Cross in possession of
first score dame early in the first with
always the best since no one locathe ball.
On the Jasper's second
period.
tion is available at the college;
If Manhattan's attack had befumbled, and Bill Hishowever, despite this fact they play Migdal
to function sooner the story
gun
on
promise to present as unflinching ten recovered for the Cross
might have been different, for their
Manhattan's 33. With the second
a group of contenders as ever made
passing had he Cross on the run
string backfield operating behind
a thrust.
throughout the last period. As it
the first string line, LaTanzi and
Among the outstanding fencers Gerasimas brought the ball to the was, however, the Cross deserved
Incidentally, this
working under Captain Ed. Rooney 17, From there Joe Osmanski bat- their victory.
are: Hector Gai, Leo Riley, Joseph tered his way through three tack- was the first game this season in
Eblin, and Charles Mclsaac, not lers to chalk up the first score of which the Purple failed to score
to speak of a promising group of the game. Jack Whelan's place- in every quarter.
Freshmen and Sophomores, num- kick failed.
bering about forty.
In the second quarter Ronnie To the Editor of the Heights,
Although the active competitive Cahill returned a Green punt to
Being as hoarse as I aim after
season itself does not open until Manhattan's 33, whence he passed the glorious Detroit victory, I must
February, still there is much into Hilary Renz who advanced the try writing so here goes?With all
terest shown at the practice ses- ball to the 13 before being hit. due praise to "Dobie's Dads" for
sions because of the keen rivalry Another Cahill pass, this time to their fight and courage, it must
for places on the team due to the Jack Reardon in the end zone, truly be appreciated that the band
fine schedule drawn up by Ed made the score 12-0, and Jim was a most contributing factor in
Rooney. Although it is still ten- Turner added the point after to a most successful affair. The swing
tative, it includes such outstand- make it 13.
octet (if that's the number) was
ing colleges as: Brown, M. I. T.,
The last Crusader points were right there and provided a balance
Amherst, Tufts, Norwich, Williams, scored in the third quarter. Arigo between "military" and "swing"
and Bowdoin.
LaTanzi caught a Manhattan punt which will be hard to beat in the
on his 45, and ran to midfield where future. For two weeks or more
he lateraled to Bill Osmanski, who I have watched these "Mariermen"
So there you are. Ernie is a continued on to the Manhattan 39 rehearsing down back. Their efdemon on the gridiron?loved by before being dumped. A Cahill to forts have been well spent to my
his teammates and respected by Giardi pass made it a first down way of thinking, because on the
the opposition?tout still balanced on the 23. An end run by Bill Twelfth they really beat it out.
enough to realize it is only a game. Osmanski lost two yards, but When we all invade Philly the lovHe loves to play football and he Giardi and LaTanzi went into ac- ing brothers are going to say,
doesn't quail when the going gets tion and completed another pass "This B. C. outfit is really big time.
tough. But regardless of victory for a first down on the 11. Osman- They've got a winning team and a
or defeat he plays the game clean- ski then took a short heave from snappy band."
ly. So more power to him?a Cahill and stepped across the goal
Sincerely,
real Maroon and Gold athlete.
line to make it 19-0.
John P. Masterson,
*

*

*

*

*

Foilsmen Prepare

For Coming Tilts

1

By George Kelly '41

Good baseball teams are judged
by their strength "down the middle" and in like manner football
teams are rated according to their
power from guard to guard. Boston College has had many famous
guards in her football history, but
none better than Ernie Schwortzer, the smiling lad who has handled the position of left guard on
Gil Dobie's Team for the past two
Ernie, you know, has
seasons.
been the Maroon and Gold's most
consistently good performer. In
fact his guard play and All-American are synonymous terms. He
knows football and plays it well;
and the harder the game is, the
Coach Gil
better Ernie looks.
an
ideal
team
could be
knows that
built around eleven Ernie Schwortzers.
All-Round Leader
Ernie has been an outstanding
athlete at Waltham High, St.
John's Prep., and here at Boston
College. Out at Waltham Ernie
was the pride of Coach Jack Leary
for three years; and in his senior
year Ernie was All-Scholastic. But
football was only one of his activities: he captained the Baseball
Team and was President of the
Class. And in the off-season he
tried his hand successfully at both
hockey and basketball.
At St. John's Prep, incubator
of college stars, Ernie clinched his
guard job early and held it well.
The result was he was chosen AllNew England Guard in Prep school
ranks.
When Ernie came to the Heights,
he was made regular guard on the
Freshman Team of 1940; and when
he entered Sophomore he won a
starting post on the Varsity eleven,
which post has been his ever since.
That about sums up Ernie's football career to date: but perhaps
a few sidelights on the lad himself would be interesting.
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I'm Seeing Stars

Thru the

Eagle's Eye
By

Jim Kean

two clubs had battled back and forth for three
THEquarters
of the game in a dog fight if ever there was one.

The one, Detroit, was waging a grim struggle to hold off a
tidal wave which was ever threatening to sweep them overboard; the other, Boston College, was making what seemed
to be a courageous but unsuccessful attempt to offset a score
made in the early stages of the game. Then, striking with
the effect of a thunderbolt, the Eagle team suddenly came to
life and pushed over the knotting count. Now, the Maroon
and Gold adherents satisfied with a tie score, settled back in
their seats to await the timekeeper's gun announcing the end
of the game. But, deep in their hearts was the prayer that
the club could hold off the now-enraged Titans. I must admit
that this was the earnest hope of your writer, especially when
with less than two minutes to go the Dobieites were backed
up under the shadows of their own goal posts. But the Eagles
had a different idea about being content with a tie. In two
successive plays they planted the ovoid on the opponents'
8 yard line where it was first down and a goal to go. Suddenly the stands had changed their attitude. Everyone in the
park was roaring for a score.
Those who had started for the exits stopped in their
tracks. Here was a thrill that had been held off until the
dying moments of the game. BUT COULD THE EAGLES
DO IT? The clock which showed that there were two minutes remaining when the march had started was now at the
SIXTEEN SECOND marker. Steadily it moved forward, and
as the club huddled it became more evident that this would
be the last play of the game provided that the boys could get
it in. As they came out and lined up in their formation, the
time read FIVE SECONDS. Gintoff dropped back, discarded
his helmet and began scraping the earth. Ananis dropped to
his knees and the Detroiters dug in. Everyone in the stands
was watching the clock. THERE WERE TWO SECONDS
LEFT. Now, it was ONE SECOND. Back came the ball from
center Worth. Gintoff stepped up and toed the ball through
the uprights just as the gun barked the end of the game. The
play was good and when Frank Keating raised his hands to
the heavens, the scene which took place was too much to
describe. That pandemonium broke loose would only be putting it mildly. Gintoff had stolen a leaf from Bob Zuppke
and his Ned Brand of Carter. Frank Merriwell, Red Light,
Bud Shekels, and the great Wolf, never matched this occasion?a field goal on the last play of the game.
ONCE IN A LIFETIME
Passing over Wednesday's encounter in a rapid fire manner, we might entitle it as "Once In A Lifetime" and we earnestly believe that it is singular in its material. Boston College football adherents have vivid memories of victories
scored over important rivals dating back to the early 1920's
when Luke Urban led his club to an undefeated season by
spilling Yale, Fordham and Holy Cross among others. Then,
there was the Villanova game back some time when a last
minute pass brought victory to a great B. C. team. The
victory over Fordham in 1934 by the margin of Ed Kelley's
field goal will always be remembered as will any victory over
the Cross. But, important as were all these wins, none of
these will outrank the victory scored over Gus Dorais' Titans
on the holiday. In my little red book this victory holds the
lead page. Columbus Day, as far as I am concerned is important for two things?Columbus discovered America, and
Detroit discovered that Boston College can also play the game
known as football. I myself, from my seat high up in the
press box discovered that the Eagles don't know when they
are defeated.
If one were to see this game in the leading theatre under
the heading, "Fella Gintoff At Boston College" he would
shake his head and take it with a grain of salt. But, it did
happen and as a result I am not going to be too skeptical
about anything that reaches my ears from now on. Anything
can happen in football. For further information ask Coach
Ted Dailey who will tell you about his most thrilling game
during his undergrad days at Pittsburgh.

EAGLES VS. TITANS
(Continued from Page 1)
a. ten minute exchangeof punts and
masses. The Eagles running attack
showed flashes
of great power
but somehow something always
happened either a penalty or an
incomplete pass or a fumble. The
last break was a Cignetti fumble
which led directly to the Detroit
score. McMillan, the highly touted
negro end, recovered for the Red
and White and Detroit set out.
Palumbo completed a terrific 60
yard heave to Halpin and then Palumibo jaunted through the Eagle
frontier over Kidhardt for the remaining 12 yards and a score. First
blood was Dorais'. The kick after
hit the crossbar where it joined
the upright and bounded back onto
the field where it was downed by
an offside player.

Eagles Take Over Play
Right after the touchdown, Dorais substituted an entire new
team. Play was even for a few
minutes and then with Cignetti and
Gintoff alternating in the carrying roles, the Eagles marched
forty yards and seemed on the
way to a score. But the fates decreed otherwise. The jinx held out
for a few more frayed nerves and
cracked voices before it would give
in. The attack fell short of a necessary first down by exactly two
and one half inches. The Detroit
seconds took over and displayed a
short drive ended by the interception of a Ghesquiere pass by Bismark on the Boston College ten
yard line. O'Rourke carried for
ten yards and Cowhig for five.
B. C. seemed to be ready to go
again. Defensive holding was called against Detroit and there were
five more yards but the half ended
the new Eagle threat on the next
play.

O'Rourke Stars

ARE YOU GOING TO TEMPLE?
Then came the unveiling of a
our
over
new
Boston College star. Perhaps
In
excitement
the Detroit win, we almost forhe
turn out to be the best
may
coming
exodus to Philadelphia next Frigot to mention the
the game. At any rate
passer
in
trip
going
highlight
is
to be the
of the year and
day. This
he
outshone
Mr. Palumbo. Charlie
should not be missed. Those of you who made the trip to
passed, ran and kicked
O'Rourke
Baltimore as old Eagle Eye did last year, know the fun that and he did them all perfectly. The
is in store this year. Present indications point to one of the 160 lb. ex-Maldenite danced and
largest groups ever to sally forth from University Heights zigzagged his way repeatedly
for an occasion of this type, and why not? We've GOT a foot- through and around the Titan line,
ball team that is going places this season. Let's show them he faded nonchalantly back and
that we are with them by being at Owl Stadium when they tossed heart-breaking passes into
take the field against Pop Warner's Owls. You have a whole his receivers arms only to have
week to make the necessary connections whether monetary them drop the suddenly elusive
touchdown
or otherwise. For you capitalists, the A. A. is sponsoring a cowhide. At least three
nasses were thrown by O'Rourke
trip and if it is anything like last year's jaunt it will be re- during the quarter. But the jinx
membered long after the spark of your collegiate days is died hard. The stands screeched
snuffed out. By auto, by train, by boat, or airplane, rememand groaned. Twenty-five thousand
ber, it's Philadelphia by Friday night or bust. I'm promising strong they stood and gasped at
you that you will not regret it. There isn't a victory dance the accuracy of the throws, then
scheduled because we are the visitors. But we will take care groaned when O'Rourke's heaves
missed fire or were dropped by
of that. Remember, it's the City of Brotherly Love.

Eaglets Trounce
Green Youngsters

over-anxious hands. His kicks too
were beautiful. He out-quick-kieked the quiekkicking Titans. He
punted them back on their heels.
The entire third quarter was O'Rourke until "Jive" Montgomery
dashed in to his first college game
Bright maroon and gold sunwith a thunderous ovation of the
sets on Saturday afternoons durB. C. stands urging him on.
ing the next four autumns were
Cignetti Scored
prophesied last Saturday on AlumThe last quarter started, still the
ni Field as a fast and powerful
jinx hovered. But it was weakening
freshman
football team opened its
and with Montgomery, Cignetti
season
by grinding out an impresand O'Rourke carrying, the ball
was brought to the Titan eleven sive 25 to 0 victory over the Dartyard line. The jinx got terribly mouth freshman eleven. Featuring
sick but grasped at a tiny strand.
the brilliant running and passing
Cignetti whirled eleven yards carrying two tackles and the score of Frank Maznicki, the Maroon and
was tied. Gintoff came into kick Gold Eaglets played their littleand the tiny strand held for the green rivals completely off their
try was blocked. But there was still feet as they scored in every period
five minutes to play and B. C. except the last.
wasn't done. Ananis replaced Lou
Maznicki Coming Star
Montgomery and the stage was
The game definitly established
set.
Maznicki as a rising star in the
future
football fortunes of B. C. An
Chesney Almost Holds Eagles
all-state
back at West Warwick
Horsfal intercepted a Titan pass
1., last year, he more
R.
High,
nearor rather a Palumbo pass and
ly got away after running it back than lived up to advance notices as
thirty five yards. Two plays and he ploughed over for two of his
Cignetti fumbled. Chesney recov- team's touchdowns and played an
ered. Detroit could do nothing and an important part in setting up the
kicked out of bounds on the Eagle other two. However, he was ably
23. Chesney tackled Gintoff for a supported by a group of elusive
yard loss. Chesney tackled Ananis backs in the person of Jim McNulfor a big nine yard deficit. It ty, Frank Davis, Ad Kissel and
looked all over. Then the jinx died. Bob Jauron, and a powerful, fast
Gintoff to Ananis was good for charging line which opened up huge
54 yards and Harrison completed holes.
another for 24 and the field goal
Mass Production at Hanover
finish ended the first major Eagle
Dartmouth's downfall may have
victory of the '38 season and the been due to a surplus of talent.
first in history over Dorais and The men who played Saturday repDetroit.
resented only a fraction of the
man-power the Dartmouth cubs
had to offer. No less than 144 candidates, (that's one gross if you
Detroit Sidelights
remember your sixth grade arithOn the eve of the game:
metic) were jockeying for posiTut, tut, let's dance to King Tutt tions, and no coaching staff could
and his band. Swell announcers, select the best 11 men from that
swell acrobats, two he-men canar- raw material in only one month.
No matter what Dartmouth's
ies, plenty of heat and a victory
the frosh lost no time
handicap,
rally.
getting started and scored early
A quiet start 0-6; fair to middlin' in the first period. Justin McGowan climaxed a long march down
6-6; a fast finish 9-6.
the field by skirting his right end
for 15 yards and six points.
A great crowd; a hot day; a
Held in check for the rest of the
Maroon and Gold victory.
period, the Eaglets broke loose in
the second period. Maznicki buckGive a hard try and never say ed over from the five-yard line to
die.
score after McNulty had thrown
*
*
*
#
the ball 35 yards down the field
The formula: Run, kick and pass. to Bill Joyce. Maznicki added the
point.
The psychological moment?I'll
Paziuk Recovers
say?Two Seconds To Go.
A
few minutes later, Boston
g
was again in scoring position when
The football game. Where, where left end Adolph Paziuk recovered
were the overcoats? Where was a fumble on Darthmouth's 16.
the hot coffee ? Where was Detroit ? Frank Davis hit the line for five
J|»
\u25a0f*
yards and Bob Jauron completed
the remaining 11 yards on a rein
record?Three
two
points
A
verse.
seconds.
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Two B.C. Alumni

German Club's Radio Club To First Official
Playshop Trials
Full Program Hold Meeting
Doctor Boulanger
Announces Plans
Elect Officers
Encouraged by the success that
attended last year's program, Dr.
Paul Boulanger, Moderator of the
German Academy has announced
an even more complete program for
the coming term.
"Wilhelm Tell," the colorfu 1
drama produced by the Academy
in connection with the Jubilee celebration last February will be fol
lowed by another German play. To
increase facility in speaking the
language the club will hold an oratorieal contest during the course
of the year. A number of prizes
are being offered by the Academy
for those obtaining the highest
marks in German for the year. Two
social events, a banquet and an
outing will round out the Academy's plans.
In Dr. Boulanger's words, it is
his intention to "try to make the
Academy the connection between
the student and a knowledge of
German life and culture without
the classroom atmosphere." Hence
all interested are invited to join
the club. The time and place of
meeting will be announced later.
The Academy held its election of
officers yesterday and the following were chosen leaders: Edward
W. O'Donnell, president; Roy Upham, vice-president; Cornelius Cohan, treasurer, and Thomas Nacy,

An important meeting of the
Radio Club will be held in Physics
Lab. No. 2, the Radio room, next
Wednesday afternoon at 3:15. New
members with or without experience are invited to attend.
The Radio Club offers instruction in the principles of radio transmission and receiving in preparation for an amateur license. The
work of radio "hams" in recent
national emergencies has impressed many of the tremendous responsibilities such a position sometimes entails and of the services
a licensed operator can render in
emergencies.
The thrills of talking with people
in far off lands by means of this
20th Century wonder are at one's
fingertips each time he picks up
the radiophone. In the Boston College Radio room cards from
darkest Africa hang, tokens of stations in the Dark Continent which
the B. C. operators have contacted.
The club is under the direction
of Father John Tobin, S. J. and
Mr. F. Malcolm Gager, head and
assistant professor of the Physics
department respectively. The student officers for the coming year
are John Kinier, president, and
Herbert Arnold, vice president and
secretary.
Meetings are held every Wednesday at 3:15. Students having
licenses are especially urged to attend.

Edmund Weiss '42.

Become Accomplished Dancers

"

w

The first meeting of the Boston College Club of Arlington
for the year 1938-39 will be held
in the Knights of Columbus Hall
Oct. 17th, at 8 P. M. Every Boston College man living in Arlington, graduate and undergraduate alike, is urged to attend this meeting.
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received. Like their elder brothers,
the sophomores will gather for
their activities in the Library Auditorium.
The order of the retreat as released by Fr. Rooney, the student
counsellor is much the same as the
program followed in recent years.
The day will start with Holy Mass
at 9.30. At ten-thirty the two
groups will meet in their respective
halls for conferences. After these
lectures the students will be afforded a brief recess until a quarter to twelve. Spiritual readings
by undergraduates will be held.
The noon hour will bring another
dual conference.
During the days of the retreat
the lunch hour for the three upper-classes will extend from twelve
thirty to one fifteen. The recitation
of the rosary will take place daily
at the close of the lunch period.
The final lectures each day will
be delivered at one-thirty o'clock.
Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament will complete the retreat activities of the day.

Signs recently placed about the
campus of Washington and Jefferson College caused somewhat of
a stir. The placards, which read
"Please Walk on the Grass" were
placed there by the president of
the college. He stated, "the college belongs to the students so why
shouldn't they walk on the grass?
I want to walk on it myself!"
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takes good things to make a good
product. 1 hat s why we use the best
ingredients a cigarette can have?mild
ripe tobaccos and pure cigarette paper?
to make Chesterfield the cigarette that
smokers say is milder and better-tasting.
.

Social Season Is Approaching

Reasonable Rates
Singing
Dancing
Don't Be A Wall Flower
Expert Tutors
Give Your Girl a Treat
Patronize a B. C. Grad!

Dramatics
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JEAN EVANS SCHOOL OF DANCING

mildness and better taste.
i

(Continued from Page 1)

Learn All Ballroom Steps at

More smokers everywhere are
turning to Chesterfield's refreshing
J_t

The Boston College Alumni Association lost through death this
week two of its more prominent
active members. On Tuesday last,
Dr. Joseph A. Manning, '10, of
Newton, and Mr. John A. Ecker,
'23, of Dorchester, passed from the
ranks of our Alumni to the most
honored registry of God.
Dr. Manning, a brother of John
P. Manning, '09, was a first lieutenant in the World War, the alumnus in longest active service to the
Alumni Association, and had been
the team dentist since 1919. His
funeral will be held here on the
Heights Saturday at 10.00 A. M.
in St. Ignatius Chapel. The entire football squad is to attend the
funeral.
Mr. Ecker, the brother of Mr.
James Ecker, Director of Music at
Boston College until 1937, was an
executive of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company and
President of the Boston College
Club of Dorchester. He has been
a prominent figure in many of the
Alumni Association's affairs and
distinguished in Boston musical
circles, being director at St. Agatha's Church in Milton.

B. C. STUDENTS!

Arlington B.C. Club

All students, especially the
Freshmen, who are interested in
working this coming year as
members of the HEIGHTS staff,
are asked to report to the
HEIGHTS office Monday or
Tuesday afternoon for their assignments.

RETREAT TUESDAY

Taken By Death

The first official tryouts of the
Boston College One Act Playshop
were held last Tuesday afternoon
in the Senior Assembly Hall. Fr.
Kilroy, S. J., and Fr. Roddy, S.
J. acted as judges. Fr. Roddy is a
former director of dramatics at
Boston College.
In all, fifteen candidates were
tested and of this number six were
selected for the cast of "The Valiant" which according to present
schedule will be presented the third
hour of the first Thursday in November for the student body. Those
who were chosen are: John S.
Bowes '41, Warren A. Bradley '42,
Joseph G. Dever, '42, Daniel Doyle
'41, Paul F. Dunigan '39, and Leo
A. Murphy '42. Several other contestants received high ratings also
and they will be considered for
later productions.
Rehearsals began yesterday for
"The Valiant," a play by Robert
Middlemass and H. Hall, which
has been awarded more than one
hundred first prizes throughout the
country.

secretary.

ATTENTION!
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